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GARMIN AERA 760 GPS 7" DISPLAY

Cena brutto 7 724,16 zł

Cena netto 6 279,80 zł

Numer katalogowy 21670884

Kod producenta 010-02303-00

Kod EAN/Wewnętrzny 5900003064106

Opis produktu
Fly probably thanks to our robust, reliable, specially designed GPS receiver that includes our latest flight features, including
IFR approaches, arriders and departures and our friendly touch interface.

Clear days do not pose a problem-thanks to our colourful, sun-readable touch display.
 Facilitate flying IFR, adding to the route route, IFR approaches, arriats, departures and more.
 Be careful of the bottom. See obstacles and hoses thanks to our WireAware wire avoidance technology ™.
 Weather and traffic? Check and check. You just need to spar with a GTX ™ 345 transponder or GDL ® 52 series data link.
 Get ready to fly with wireless weather on the Internet and automatic data retrieval.
 Start with a force in both ways. Get up to 4 hours of work on each load.

CLEAR SCREEN

Large, sun-readable 7-inch touchscreen is twice brighter than many tablets, with display options in vertical and horizontal
orientation, and an intuitive pinch to zoom in and out.

DYNAMIC MAPS

Quickly and reliably gain constellation of GPS and GLONASS satellites to display rich, interactive, dynamically plotted and
customizable airmaps.

COMM CONNECTION

You can use the optional power/data cable to search for and transfer frequencies to selected radios, including GTR 200 Comm
radios, GTR 225 radios, GNC 255 NAV/COMM radios, and more.

COCKPIT INTEGRATION

The 760 interface with a G3X or GFC ™ 500 digital autopilot interface for VFR side and vertical routing, and upload or
download flight plans wirelessly to select navigators.

TRAFFIC TERMINAL DISPLAY ™

This technology provides the dynamic display of aircraft and ground vehicles equipped with ADS-B, which helps pilots to avoid
traffic conflicts in the vicinity of the airport.

SIRIUSXM ® SERVER

After the GDL ® 51 or GDL 52 data link receiver with the optional GDL 52 data link receiver, the 760 can include SiriusXM
satellite weather coverage, as well as audio entertainment.

IMPROVED AWARENESS. FOR BETTER DECISION MAKING.

SAFETAXI ® DATABASE

When you land your SafeTaxi diagrams with a geographical reference of 760, they automatically help you track your location
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on hundreds of airports, and even identify the hotspots that have been published.

SMART AIRSPACE ™

The patented Garmin Smart Airspace tips underline the air space nearest to your current height, so you can quickly determine
your location relative to the airspace around you.

VISION 3D

The Vision 3D technology provides a virtual 3D view behind the aircraft surrounding the terrain, obstacles and airfields, as well
as traffic (after equipment in ADS-B "In").

SYNTHESIS VISION

View a video synthesis (SVX ™) by mounting the Aera 760 panel and using the built-in AHRS, or by connecting it to another
AHRS device, such as GDL 52 data link.

SITE ALERTING

View your position over the site and obstacles on the map and profile view. Obstacles within a radius of 1000 feet (or altitude
configurable by the pilot) are highlighted in yellow, and the obstacles within a 100-foot radius are highlighted in red.

WIREAWARE ™

Garmin WireAware Printing avoidance technology graphically imposes the hazardous obstacle transmission lines (HOT), which
include rivers and canyons directly on the mobile map.

ELECTRONIC AIRBAG

Aera 760 meets the role of electronic airbag with maps with geographical references, pdf viewer, E6B computer, weight and
balance calculator, onboard log and not only.

WI-FI ® UPDATES

Browse the internet weather on the ground for pre-flight planning and update your home databases via Wi-Fi. In addition, stay
up to date throughout the year thanks to one annual subscription that covers all the databases you need.

FUEL PRICES

The fuel price data can be applied to a map for a quick view of the price in a given area, or displayed on the airport's catalog
page.

AIRPORT INFORMATION

Tap the airport symbol on the map to view the airport information page, as well as the runways, frequencies, NOTAMs, food
business operators, and others.

BATTERY LIFE

Get up to 4 hours of flight on each charge, or easily power it on a USB-C cable.

DEDICATED PARTNER

Aera 760 combines the many capabilities of avionics assembled on a panel with a value package, specially designed. He's
ready to fly straight out of the box.
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